Abstract

The World Wide Web is growing exponentially and the dynamic, unstructured nature of the web makes it difficult to locate useful resources. Web Search engines such as Google and Alta Vista provide huge amount of information many of which might not be relevant to the users query. In this paper, we build a vertical search engine which takes a seed URL and classifies the URLs crawled based on the page’s content as belonging to Medical or Finance domains. The filter component of the vertical search engine classifies the web pages downloaded by the crawler into appropriate domains. The web pages crawled is checked for relevance based on the domain chosen and indexed. External users query the database with keywords to search; The Domain classifiers classify the URLs into relevant domain and are presented in descending order according to the rank number. This paper focuses on two issues – page relevance to a particular domain and page contents for the search keywords to improve the quality of URLs to be listed thereby avoiding irrelevant or low-quality ones.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The term “search engine” refers to a software program that searches the Web and returns a list of documents in which the keywords are found. Vertical search engines, or domain-specific search engines also called “Vortals”, facilitate more accurate, relevant and faster search by indexing in specific domains. Some of the examples of vertical search engines are Financial Search Engines, Law Search Engines, etc. The number of index able web pages is of the order of billions and because of the enormous size of the Web, general-purpose search engines such as Google and Yahoo can no longer satisfy the needs of most users searching for specific information on a given topic. The Broad-Based search engines have gotten broader, so have their search results. This has become increasingly frustrating to users who have turned to search engines to find information on a specialized topic, be it local information, travel sites or specific business channels. The search engine technology had to scale up dramatically in order to keep up with the growing amount of information available on the web [1]. The number of index able web pages is in the order of billions. In contrast with large-scale engines such as Google [2], a search engine
with a specialized index is more appropriate to services catering for specific topic and target groups because it has more structure content and offers more precision. A user visiting a vertical search engine may have a prior knowledge of the domain, so extra input to disambiguate the query might not be needed [3]. Many vertical search engines, or domain-specific search engines, have been built to facilitate more efficient search in various domains. LookSmart, an online media and technology company that has launched more than 180 vertical search sites, contends that Web users will increasingly use the Internet the way they do cable television, opting for specialized channels that speak directly to their concerns. In [9] on-line solutions to medical information discovery are presented which tackles medical information research with specialized cooperative retrieval agents. In [10] the document index keeps information about each URL page. It is a fixed width (ISAM), Index Sequential Access Mode index, ordered by document ID. In [11] the Vertical search engines solve part of the problem by keeping indexes only in specific domains. They also offer more opportunity to apply domain knowledge in the spider applications that collect content for their databases. Here the authors use three approaches to investigate algorithms for improving the performance of vertical search engine spiders: a breadth-first graph-traversal algorithm with no heuristics to refine the search process, a best-first traversal algorithm that uses a hyperlink-analysis heuristic, and a spreading-activation algorithm based on modeling the Web. Topic focused crawler [12] is used to collect data. A novel score function is used to evaluate the URL’s correlation about the specific topic. Only URLs those whose score is greater than a given threshold is fetched. Factors that contribute to the score are content of the web pages, including the keywords, text and description; the anchor text of the URL; link structure of the URL and pages. In [13] authors use page ranking as a fundamental step towards the construction of effective search engines for both generic (horizontal) and focused (vertical) search. Ranking schemes for horizontal search like the PageRank algorithm used by Google operate on the topology of the graph, regardless of the page content. On the other hand, the recent development of vertical portals (vortals) makes it useful to adopt scoring systems focused on the topic and taking the page content into account.

In this paper we propose and present an efficient search engine which takes a seed URL as input. The web pages are crawled based on the domain the URL belongs to i.e either medical or financial domain. The crawler applies indexing techniques for web page analysis and keyword extraction to help determine whether the page content is relevant to a target domain (medical or financial) thereby finding the number of good URLs. Further, domain knowledge is incorporated into the analysis to improve the results, precision rate. The words on the web page are checked against a list of domain-specific terminology and a higher weight is assigned to pages that contain words from the list. Finally, the experimental results are given to assess the features of the relevance score along with the ranked URL for the search keywords provided by the users.

2. WORKING OF VERTICAL SEARCH ENGINE

A vertical search engine searches for specific medical or finance related terms from the crawled web pages. The vertical search engine maintains two lexicons based one for medical and the other for finance domain. The lexicons are built with the knowledge of the domain experts. It evaluates relevance of web pages in context of the domain using content analysis technique. Filter out pages which are not relevant to domain by using TFIDF scores (Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency). It is a weighting method used to describe documents in Information Retrieval (IR) problems. The word frequency of the document is calculated. The more a word appears in a document, its term frequency (TF) is high and is estimated to be significant in the document. Inverse document frequency (IDF) measures how infrequent the word is in the document. There are many variants of TFIDF [5] when a user enters a web search query into a search engine (typically by using keyword), the engine examines its inverted index and provides a listing of best matching web pages according to the criteria. The usefulness of the vertical search engine depends on the relevance (information retrieval) of the “result set” it gives back.
3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The vertical search engine based on domain classifier is built on seven modules; a crawler (spider), HTML parser, filter, domain classifier, page ranker, URLdb, search - supported by a user interface. These modules are described from section 3.1 to section 3.7. Figure 1 depicts the modules involved in building the vertical search engine.

![Diagram of Vertical Search Engine Architecture](image)

**Figure 1:** Vertical Search Engine Architecture.

3.1 Web Crawler

The web crawler crawls in a breadth first manner from a given seed URL downloads its contents and retrieves the embedded “Links” and puts them into a queue. The Crawler then recursively takes the URL from the head of the queue and repeats the above procedure till a depth of five or till the queue is empty and the crawling process does not cover the whole web. Crawler handles malformed URLs and robots.txt file. Only HTML pages are crawled and it can handle only HTTP protocol. The crawler calls the HTML parser module to retrieve relevant information from the web page. It also retrieves the last modified time of the page. The working of the web crawler is as shown in figure 2.
3.2 HTML Parser
HTML parser is the module which tokenizes contents of the file and recognizes the html tags and words. The html tags, style sheets, the stop words (words like to, in and etc which occur frequently and are not content dependant) are stripped off. HTML parser returns the title of the web page along with the words extracted (multiple occurrence taken care) with respective indexes in the page. The HTML parser calls the URL Filter module. An example of the HTML parser output is as given below.

Example: <html><title>hello world</title><body>Hello World! This is our demo for words extracting. </body></html>. The output will be: title: "hello world" |words:Hello(1,3);World(2,4);demo(5);words(6);extracting(7);

3.3 Filter
The search engine being vertical and not generic, all web pages crawled by the spider module from the internet will not be necessary for further processing. Only those web pages which are relevant to the medical domain or finance domain, which contains about 20,000 words relevant to medical field or financial field are selected. Thus it filters the URLs which are queued up by the crawler module into appropriate domains. Hence we need to check how important the page is, and how well it adheres to the topic concerned and discard the URLs which divert from the topic; by analyzing the TDIDF scores. We check each word in a URL page if it exists in the domain lexicon (Medterms.txt/Financeterms.txt). If it does then we calculate its term frequency (TF) and inverse document frequency (IDF) score. The rank of each URL page is the sum of TFIDF scores of all the words in the web page which are also in the domain lexicon. If the sum exceeds a threshold value then we consider those URLs as relevant and index the page. The threshold value is chosen to be the average of the TFIDF scores of the filtered web pages.
The tokenized words are placed in an inverted index corresponding to medical and finance domains which are created for searching. Inverted index consist of word, URL in which the word is found, rank of the word in this URL.

3.4 Domain Classifier
The filter classifies the URLs crawled based on the two domain lexicons medical and finance. The domain classifier displays the table containing URLs with the TFIDF scores calculated for each domain.

3.5 Page ranker
The success of search engines tends to be attributed to their ability to rank the results. This is non-trivial as the average number of words in a user query is around two; hence the corresponding matching pages tend to be large. The relevant URLs are taken up by the page ranker which ranks them according to their prominence and frequency. Prominence is based on the location where the word occurs (URL itself, title, first paragraph, rest of the body and domain lexicon), thus respective ranks or weights are assigned to the words depending on where they occur in the document. This weight decreases as the location of the word in the document loses its importance. The strategy used for ranking [4] is as shown in the table 1. Example: “intranet” occurs once in URL, once in title (position 2), twice in rest of the body. Rank of “intranet” = \((0.50 + 0.60 + 2 \times 0.03) = 1.16\).

The tokenized words are placed in an inverted index corresponding to medical and finance domains which are created for searching. Inverted index consist of word, URL in which the word is found, rank of the word in this URL.

\[
\text{TFIDF} = \text{TF (term frequency)} \times \text{IDF (inverse document frequency)}. \quad (1)
\]

\[
\text{TF} = \frac{\text{(no. of times each lexicon word in the page occurs)}}{\text{(total no. of words found in that page)}}. \quad (2)
\]

\[
\text{IDF} = \frac{\text{(total no. of web pages)}}{\text{(no. of web pages in which the lexicon word occur)}}. \quad (3)
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word in “URL”</th>
<th>0.50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Word in “title”</td>
<td>1st word : 0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2nd word : 0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3rd word : 0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>default : 0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word in “paragraph”</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word in rest of the page</td>
<td>(0.03 \times \text{frequency of the word})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Page Rank calculation.

If this rank number is large, content of the page will be regarded as fit to the keyword. The second factor frequency of the word is calculated and added to the prominence weight. This rank calculated for each word is stored along with the URL it occurs in and where it occurs is stored into the database.
3.6 URLdb
This module establishes MySQL database connection and stores the given data into the database. This module stores the URL information – name of the URL, title, first 25 words in the web page. Connection to the database server is established through JDBC interface using MySQL / J Connector com.mysql.jdbc.Driver. We also specify the location of the database using its URL address: jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/mySQL. After successful connection, we create the table “URLinfo” and insert URL details using SQL queries.

3.7 Search
The main purpose of this project is to provide efficient search for the user queries. An intelligent search module has been designed which analyzes the user query and fetches the required results from the database. Figure 3 shows the working of keyword search module. It eliminates stop words in the search query (of, the, and etc). It displays the results in a browser with the title of the web pages along with their links and relevance scores. This module establishes database connection to MySQL and generates a query for retrieval of the web pages according to the keywords supplied by the user through the GUI. It also calculates the new ranks of the web pages (if required) dynamically according to the search.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The Vertical search engine is designed to run on limited physical resources. This is developed on Windows XP operating system, using JDK 1.6 and MySQL server 5.0; JDBC APIs for interfacing with the database using mysql-connector-java-5.0.7.; browser used is Internet Explorer. The relevance of each web page to the medical domain and finance domain is evaluated using a measure called TFIDF and a domain lexicon containing about 20,000 words relevant to medical and finance field are used. We calculate the TFIDF value of all words in the web page present in the lexicon. If the sum exceeds the threshold value then we consider it for indexing. The threshold value considered for experiment is the average of the TFIDF scores. The best seed URL (most relevant to the domain) is given to the crawler as input initially and we limit the crawl to of depth 5 from the seed and web pages considered are static. Only keyword search is provided and natural language processing is not provided. Figure 4 shows the list of URLs crawled with total word count and number of medical words and finance words found in the URL webpage along with the TFIDF score. Figure 5 displays the search results on a browser. The URLs listed contain the
search keywords along with their relevance score. The results are listed in a browser so as to enable downloading of the corresponding web pages.

The graph 1 shows total number of URLs crawled and the good URL found after filtering process. Graph 2 is plotted for total URLs crawled and their precision rate. The Graph 3 is plotted for total URLs against the average TFIDF score.

**Figure 4:** User Interface showing the domain classification based on medical and finance lexicons for the list of URLs crawled with total word count and number of medical words and finance words found in the URL webpage along with the TFIDF score.
Figure 5: User Interface showing the result of the search operation with the search keywords contained in the web pages of the URLs listed along with their relevance score.

Graph 1: Total number of URL’s crawled against the total number of Good URLs extracted by the Vertical Search Engine.
The precision rate is calculated as follows:

\[
\text{Precision rate} = \frac{\text{Number of good URLs}}{\text{Total number of crawled URLs}}
\]  

Graph 2: Total URLs crawled and their precision rate.

Graph 3: Total URLs against the average TFIDF score.
5. CONCLUSION
Vertical search engine is a fast emerging technology, giving serious competitions to generic search engines. The main aim of this paper is to provide users with highly relevant results for medical and finance domain, thus saving user the precious time of avoiding wading through irrelevant search results, hence providing better choice than a generic engine. In this paper we have presented the architecture and implementation details of a vertical search engine. We have indexed about 1,00,000 words from about 180 URLs. The URLs which are irrelevant i.e. not pertaining to the medical and finance domain are filtered out based on the TFIDF threshold value. Only URL links which contain the search keywords specific to the medical and finance lexicon are listed. The vertical search engine model presented gives efficient results pertaining to the domain chosen. Thereby reducing the users search time for specific topic and giving the user a more relevant and specific URL list for search operation.

6. FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS
The vertical search engine can be enhanced by including phrase search and algorithms like link analysis can be added to provide better results. The domain classifier can be extended for more domains by training the network to automatically classify the domains each web page belongs to using neural network strategy.
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